TheVOICEofyoungSCIENTISTS

The newsletter of diabetes consortium

SUMMIT‟s young researchers, with their passionate commitment to uncover fundamental questions on Diabetes, play an integral
role in accomplishing the SUMMIT mission. We invited some of them to share their interesting work experiences and thoughts on
SUMMIT…
Using a method for high-yield, high-purity glomerular extraction, we are charting the glomerular transcriptional
changes that occur before and during the onset of hyperglycemia in diabetic mouse models. Our data will
prove of high value in generating novel animal models for diabetic nephropathy, in validating findings in
human samples, as well as in monitoring the changes in diabetic mouse models. This research is integrated
with other animal studies from WP4 team. The collaborative culture of SUMMIT, has given me the opportunity
to meet outstanding researchers and establish invaluable contacts, both within WP4 and the rest of SUMMIT.
Guillem Genové, Docent - Associate Professor in Vascular Biology, Karolinska Institutet, Sweden

I study the genetic risk factors of type 1 diabetes complications. My main focus is genome-wide association
studies (GWAS) on diabetic nephropathy, which contributes to WP1 team. I am also involved in the data
analysis of GWAS on retinopathy and the exome sequencing of diabetic nephropathy. Furthermore, our team
collaborates closely with the WP5 knowledge integration group, in order to apply advanced data mining
methods on our GWAS data set.
Niina Sandholm, predoc, Folkhälsan Research Institute, Finland

My fields of expertise consist of Machine Learning, Optimization and Data Mining, often applied to the
biomedical domain. As a member of WP5, I aim at developing novel algorithms and techniques for genetic
marker identification, for prioritization of the identified markers and for integrating genetic and phenotypic
markers in the prediction of Diabetes complications. The integrated data can be also used to extract useful
information on potential pharmacological targets. To combine the results and apprehend their meaning
demands additional and considerable efforts in understanding the expertise of each SUMMIT partner...
Francesco Sambo, post-doctoral fellow, University of Padova, Italy

I am a WP2 statistician involved in the analysis of measurements of lipids, metabolites and putative
biomarkers within blood serum samples taken from individuals with Type 2 Diabetes in order to better predict
patient complications such as CVD, nephropathy and retinopathy. Working closely with other analysts in WP2
and WP5, we have identified 16 specific putative biomarkers for CVD risk and have evidence that 6 improve
risk prediction beyond current models. I‟m looking forward to seeing the results of the validation studies
currently being planned.
Inez Brady, Statistician, University of DUNDEE, United Kingdom

NEWSandEVENTS
New Par tner s@SUMM IT
Since its inception, SUMMIT has attracted new partners encompassing two pharmaceutical companies and one academic
institution.
Pfizer will support an exome
sequencing project and biomarker
development. It will also contribute
to experimental design, analysis
and interpretation of (bio)marker
studies.

Sanofi will develop and validate a
MRI-imaging probe to assess levels
of calcification within atherosclerotic
plaques in animal models of macrovascular disease. It will also support
biomarker development with focus
on diabetic nephropathy.

University of Florence will provide
engineering expertise including a
technical platform for the development of an ultrasound based virtual
histology.
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Dear Reader,

Welcome to the first SUMMIT newsletter. The creation
of this periodical stems from the eagerness to spread
the word among SUMMIT partners and particularly to
reach out to the broader community and stakeholders.
We will keep you tuned in to the latest developments and
achievements carried out by SUMMIT community. Furthermore, we will discuss key topics covering SUMMIT efforts
and aspirations to conquer diabetes plus views on the impact of science in society, all explored in the form of letters and
essays. With this objective in view, we hope you will be informed and inspired by the following articles.
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Creating new avenues for combating diabetes pandemics
Diabetes mellitus is not a new disease. The first historical reference dates back to Old Egypt manuscripts
depicting the disease as „the passing of too much urine’. However, it was not until 250 BC when the Greek
word diabetes - meaning siphon - and later on the Latin Word mellitus - meaning sweet – were used to
describe the sweet-tasting urine condition.
In ancient era, the attempts to treat diabetes involved physical activities or overfeeding. In early 1900,
the discovery of insulin and pancreas as the insulin-producing islet provided opportunities for an effective treatment of diabetes. The need for novel treatments beyond glucose lowering therapies has nowadays led to development of integrated discovery platforms that dig into disease origin, risk factors,
COMPLICATIONS, and diagnostic tools. A colossal amount of evidence is gained from basic research, which is mostly directed toward defining the underlying causes and molecular mechanisms of
diabetes. The laboratory-validated concepts and models are then converted into drug discovery
projects in pharma industry. The potential drugs are tested in clinical trials to evaluate if
they offer any therapeutic value and can be safely administered to patients.
This working paradigm is supported by governmental, public and private initiatives. The Europe‟s largest public-private partnership, the Innovative Medicines Initiative (IMI), - http://www.imi.europa.eu/ - has put forward a
discovery platform for diabetes research that brings together experts
from academia, industry and biotech. The platform is broken down
into three consortia: IMIDIA, DIRECT and SUMMIT, each working
on novel solutions for improved disease management.
Through the newsletter, we guide you on the exciting
journey of discovering SUMMIT.
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Geared together to take the SUMMIT mission
forward
SUMMIT has connected its gears and set them in motion to identify novel markers that accelerate the development of safer and more effective treatments of diabetes-associated micro- and
macro-vascular complications. Affecting small and large blood vessels, respectively, these entanglements if left untreated can lead to heart attack and stroke including kidney and eye malfunctions.
Like the genius Leonardo da Vinci employed gears at nearly all of his inventions, SUMMIT, in its quest for
efficacious markers, brings into play five interconnected operative and transmission structures - so called
work packages (WP) - involving more than 100 European experts of different disciplines. Each work package
covers concurrently different components of the SUMMIT project.

Cutting the “Gordian knots” of diabetes with
vigor and swift actions
From vision dark floaters to bubbly urine, squeezing chest pain and loss of coordination, all these symptoms arise from
a common denominator - diabetes-associated micro- and macro-vascular complications. A delay in being diagnosed can
taper the ability of even the most advanced therapy to maintain or bring back either normal vision or kidney and heart functions. Experts of SUMMIT, with their lifelong „sword‟ of efforts have been disentangling the impossible „knots‟ of diabetesassociated Retinopathy, Nephropathy, and Cardiovascular disease. Here we introduce some of the “Alexander the Greats”...
present the the research focus of three
distinguished clinicians and scientists through some of their previous publications, which do not necessary reflect SUMMIT
project.

WP1 combines the power of genetics and DNA sequencing technologies to identify genetic markers - areas of the
genome - that are linked to the disease. The study, the largest ever done in diabetes
complications will investigate the DNA from more than 10.000 affected patients and
compare their genetic makeup with the non-afflicted population. Specifically, WP1 team aims at detecting in the DNA sequence of the patients variations known as Single
Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP). Translating the emerging sequence dissimilarities into
clues for genes linked to disease might eventually help track down the individuals at risk
of developing complications. Such individuals can be included in clinical trials to test for
a drug under development, thereby enabling the trials to be faster and cheaper. The novel disease-linked genes discovered during SNP screening, might also become potential
targets for development of new drugs.
As the driver gear turns on its meshing gear, similarly the budding evidence on genes and
mechanisms will set in motion the gear of biomarker studies. WP2 team will particularly conduct large-scale assays encompassing metabonomics, lipidomics, proteomics, and transcriptomics to detect molecules
or substances - biomarkers - in serum and urine samples and compare their expression between patients
and non-afflicted individuals. Biomarkers with dissimilar expression patterns might provide evidence for
their implication in the disease. Evidently, the application of these technologies, besides strengthening
the confidence in the genetic scores, will deliver additional output power on marker discovery. Like genetic markers, the identified biomarkers will be used in clinical trials as surrogate endpoints to measure
the rate of disease progression and responses to treatment interventions.
Experts in imaging technologies (WP3) will mesh together with other WPs and explore new avenues
for non-invasive visualization of diabetes-triggered atherosclerosis and retinopathy. The innovations
could spark a number of unique opportunities to quantify and locate the complications in their early
stages, for example, atherosclerotic plaques within the arterial wall before they begin to encroach
on the lumen. Furthermore, they will help boost the knowledge on biomarker expression and function in tissue or cells as well as monitor the response to therapy and disease progression.
Because in vivo models are befitted to identify, evaluate and validate the overall effects of the central molecular players partaking
in disease, WP4 team will get in gear to extrapolate the marker findings from other WPs. To this end, besides characterizing existing animal models of diabetes complications and assessing their pros and cons for development of new therapies, the team will
also generate novel animal models from markers mined from other WPs. These animals, with their advantageous abilities to mimic several aspects of the disease plus control the expression of the gene, will empower the teams to decipher the function of
markers and ultimately understand the cause and progression of the diabetes complications.
The data gushing out from all WPs will exert a thrusting influence upon WP5. The team will harness the
power of bioinformatic tools to set up user-friendly database interfaces that unifies these datasets.
Obviously, the merging of the data will facilitate their acquisition and spreading among WPs.
Furthermore, it will gear WP5 towards development of computer-simulated predictive models so as to seek for valuable leads and mechanisms at play in diabetes complications.
Those can be exploited to answer the what/if questions about treatments and risks of
of disease development.
As da Vinci recognized that gears, when employed together, could increase force
and thereby crane the hefty loads, we can anticipate that WPs by interlocking their well-defined indentations will carry the
SUMMIT mission forward.
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